
 

 

 
 

 

 

Attire at Tournaments  
 

For all tournaments other than Nationals 

In all instances players must be wearing approved North Adelaide clothing items only. Ideally this would be 

in matching attire so the players from each team look the same.  

However, we are aware this may increase the cost to parents if they are required to buy new items so it is 

not compulsory for all players in a team to wear matching items, but they must be from the NABC range. 

This includes local Adelaide based tournaments. 

Nationals Tournament 

As a team you have the option to decide which items from the NABC range you choose but for the 

Nationals tournament players must be wearing matching approved North Adelaide clothing items. 

Uniform Colour 

No matter which tournament you are playing in you are reminded that our registered uniform colour is 

WHITE. The red side should only be worn in instances where there is a clash of singlet colour with the 

opposition team and we are nominated as the AWAY team. 

Celebratory Shirts 

In the past the Club has received requests for specific apparel to celebrate a team’s particular 

achievements. This would only be for teams qualifying for “invitational” tournaments such as the Classics 

and Nationals. 

As a Club, we do not want to have multiple versions of celebratory shirts so the decision is to have one 

shirt for any teams qualifying for invitational only tournaments that can be customised in a standard way. 

The Rockets red long sleeved tee or red short sleeved tee from the standard NABC range available at 

Sports Centre have been selected for this purpose. 

https://www.sportscentre.com.au/product-category/clubs/basketball-clubs/north-adelaide-rockets/  

The back of the shirt may be customised by adding the name of the invitation only tournament, the date / 

year and the names of the players and coaching staff if you wish. 

https://www.sportscentre.com.au/product-category/clubs/basketball-clubs/north-adelaide-rockets/


In order to protect branding Sports Centre can only accept customising with approval from the Club and 

the raising of a purchase order. Your planned design will need to be approved by sending it through to 

admin@nabc-rockets.club.  

These shirts are not compulsory but an opportunity for you to celebrate your achievement if you choose 

and are at the cost of the player/parent. 

Also bear in mind there may be a time frame involved in production of the shirts. 

If you have any questions please let us know at admin@nabc-rockets.club. 

mailto:admin@nabc-rockets.club

